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INTRODUCTION

Until che mid-195O*s, the aim of radiation protection was
mainly to eliminate the risk of those radiation effects which
show a threshold in their dose-response relationship and which
we now call non-stoahastia effects. Protection was achieved
when the total dose in any organ or tissue, from all sources,
was kept below the threshold. The common exposure limit at that
tine, 300 mR per week, was sufficient to prevent non-stochastic
effects.

In 1955, the International Commission on Radiological Protr--
tion (ICRP) introduced the rem as the dose equivalent unit. It
was realized that exposure at the dose limit of 0.3 rem per
week could lead to an accumulation of 750 rems over a working
life time of 50 years. Even though this dose, distributed over
such a long time, was not expected to cause any non-stochastic
harm, there was a grewing concern that there might be additional
stochastic effects, such as cancer and genetic harm, for which
recovery might play a less important role at continued exposure
at low dose levels. For this reason, the ICRP in 1956 recorroen-
ded a weekly dose (equivalent) of 0.1 rem to be used "for pur-
poses of planning and design", corresponding to an annual dose
limit of 5 rems.

All these limits referred to occupational exposure, but in 1956
ICRP recommended that there should be a dose limit also for the
member of the public and that this limit should be 0.5 rem per
year.

These limits are still valid, but their meaning has changed.
Already in 1955, the ICRP warned that

Whilst the values proposed fcr maxirvin permissible doz-z-;
are such as to involve a risk nkich ia small ccrzared -,c
the other hazards of life, neverthleca, in view of the in-
complete evidence on which the values are based, couplei
with the knowledge that certain radiation effect are ir-
reversible and cumulative, it is strongly recorr.^Kded "JL:T,
every effort be made to reduce exposure to all z^-pes of
ionizing radiations to the lowest possible leve'..
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In 1953 rais wording was changed to a recorarcendat ior. rhat

doses be kept !--yJ J; :'f-.uti.-i:: I•-•, and in, 1963 the phrase

I

f

I

(ICHP Pualication 9 ) . In 1973, it was suggested that the word

i*-ij.Jiij should be replaced by rea^JKS: I* (iCRP Publication 12).

In the most re'-^nr ICRP recommendations (Publication 2b, 197/1,

thii recommendation has been giver eve:, sure emphasis, backed

by biological and statistical evidence provided by tne United

Nations Scientific Coninittee on the Effects of Atomic Radution

(UN'SCEAR), wh'.ch published its most rereat report to the L'N

Cfcr.trai Assembly in 1977. It is the trond in radiation pro-

tection i:r.plieu by and reflected in Liiese two reports that is

the subject of the following presentation.

THE DOSE-RE^PCNSi RK! ATIONSHIP

.M ready i.\ rhe l-i^O's it vas postulated, for the purpose of raJi-

a = su3e 3 linear, non-threshold relationship between :he radiat :»."i

J.;se and the risk of cancer and genetic effects. At that tine, it

was believed that this assumption grossly overeat imated the true

risk at low dos«;s. It was realized, however, that evider.ce •; i the

true dose-response relationship at low doses could hardly bo •-•:<.-

pec'ied from epidemiological observations on nan, considering ' '.<?

small magnitude of the risk.

To-day, it is generally agreed that the dose-respunsc relation-

ship is very likely to be linear over the limited region of str.aii

dose increments above the background exposure which is of interest

in radiation protection. The .;l~:e of the dose-response curve u

low doses, however, is not known and is usually taken to oe equal

to the slope of the straight line extrapolating the observed re-

sponse at high doses towards the origin. It is still debated -:.e-

ther this provides an overestimate or an underest irnate of r he :ru-:

risk, but it is generally believed that the error cannot be a '.jr.

factor.

It should be noted t ho t the postulatioa of a linear, r.on 1 hre s::o!,.

duse response relationship does not necessarily -lep :ij upon ::.c

reliability of the biological assutnprifn. In natiy pr .'.ct; .-al .\iie.s,

radiation protectior deals with the Imitation of doses v'r.i.;,i .ire

accumulated from a '-arge t.ur.ber of sources each of which OT . L r::; J:

bur a litcle. In the practical administration of radiation pro-

tection it would be very difficult to distribute the resp. >nsi b i;.:

for the firsal result unequally, as would in fact be the a6e if,

with a non-linear dose-response relationship, the last cxpo-.ur-j.,

carried a higher iisk per unit dose than the previous ones, [n

controlling the situation, including the future development, r.e

would ha"e to work on averages and postulate an equally share--;

responsibility for the final result, which amount.s Lc the s.ine is

postulating a linear dose-response relationsiu p.
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The importanC practical consequence oi the assumption ot a linear
dose-response relationship without a threshold is trot it becomes
possible to calculate risks on the basis of average doses, irre-
speccive of the actual dose distribution. For example, the mathe-
matical expectation of the number of cases of stochastic effects
in an exposed population would be proportional to the product of
the number of individuals and their average dose.

NEW BASIC CONCEPTS, QUANTITIES AND UNITS

In the new international system of units (SI), the unit of ab-
scrbed dose of ionizing radiation is Jcril-;,- <j, but the ?m.'j has
been introduced as a special name for this unit (1 Gy = 1 J/kz).
The fonaer dose unit, the vad becomes obsolete (1 Gy » 100 rac).

Ir. Reports 19 ard 25 of the International Commission on Radiation
Units and Measurements (ICRU), a special quantity, the ic^c *:JAL-
ValeKt, K, is lie fined by the equation

I

I

H - D Q N

where D is the absorbed dose, Q is Che quality fi?z::' given by
ICRP as a function of the collision stopping power of water, anc
iV is the product of any further factors which, might be reconr.en-
ded by ICRP for this purpose (so far .7-1).

Since i and ii ate dimensionless, i.he dose equivalent has the sane
dimension as the absorbed dose and may therefore be expressed in
the same units. In ord*r to avoid confusion, however, a special
name, the jievert, has been introduced by ICRP in consultation
vith ICRU for thio unit (1 Sv = 1 Gy = 1 J/kg). The sievert re-
places the former unit, the rer? (1 Sv = 100 rem).

Effective dose equivalent

In previous recommendations, ICRP has given dose equivalent li
for a number of organs and tissues. This former system of dose
limits, however, was criticized as being inconsistent. For
the dose equivalent limit for the gonads was 5 rem i?, .i year, ir
respective of whether other tissues were irradiated or not, the
dose equivalent linit for the whole body being 5 rera in a ye^r.

In its new Publication 26, ICRP introduces the recotnrendation
that the sum of the weighted individual organ dose equivalents
{H.) should be subject to the dose equivalent limit C-',,' which
would apply in the case of uniform whole body exposure:'

I U .H . <

The weighting factors u. recommended by ICRP for the various
organs and tissues (t) Fiave been c.iosen to be proportional t.>
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Che assuaed risk (r.) per unit dose equivalent of the occurrence
of serious stochastic effects (death from cancer, serious heredi-
tary defects) after the exposure, the genetic effect being asses-
sed for the first two generations. The average dose equivalent to
produce one case of such serious stochastic effect is J./r.. Ir-
respective of the dose distribution within the body, one and the
saac value of the sum of the weighted organ dose equivalents is
always related tc the same risk of serious stochastic effects,
since v./r. * 60 Sv in all cases. It follows that 60 Sv is the
average dose equivalent in the case of uniform whole body exposure,
which would be expected to cause one case of serious stochastic
effecc.

In ICPP Publication 26, the following weighting factors and risks
have been given for a number of organs and tissues (£):

I 0r%an or tissue

GOVMJS

Breast
Red bone marrow
Lung
Thyroid
Bone surfaces
Rem.ii.nder

Whole body

u.

0.25
0.15
0.12
0.12
0.03
0.03
0.30

1.00

• io4

40
25
20
20
5
5

50

165

Sv"1

I

I

The value of i.'.. « 0.30 for Che "remainder1" follows from the re-
coranendation that a value of U. > 0.06 is applicable to each of
the five organs or tissues of the remainder receiving the highest
dose equivalents and that the exposure of all other remaining
tissues can be neglected.

ICRP has not suggested a name for the quantity which is the sum
of the vwifhce.i organ dose equivalents, but others have suggested
the name effective dose equivalent (Jacobi, 1975, IAEA drafting
group on Basic Safety Standards, 1977). Following this proposal,
the effective .lose equivalent would be defined as

H = I w H,
t, t v _

Irrespective of the dose distribution in the body, the effective
dose equivalent can be taken as the representative dose equivalent
to which dose limits and risk factors may be applied. It nust be
recognized, however, that the total risk factor of 163-10 Sv~*
in the table above is only applicable to an average individual
and that higher or lower risk factors would in fact apply to indi-
viduals depending upon age and sex. The variations are, however,
not large enough Co warrant any higher precision in Che weighting
factors.
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Collective effective dose equivalent

ICRP has defined detriment as the mathematical expectation of
harm in an exposed population, taking into account not only the
probability but also the severity of each effect. In the ICRP
recommendation on the calculation of the effective dose equiva-
lent, the weighting of the various organ doses is intended to
reflect the risk of lethal effects rather than the total risk of
cancer incidence. Thus the detriment to the individual is the
risk of death froa cancer or of serious genetic daaage in the
next two generations. The detriment in an exposed population is
the sum of individual detriments and is therefore proportional
to the collective effective dose equivalent- If #„ • is the
per caput effective dose equivalent of che ? • aeaoets of subgroup
j of the exposed population, che collective effective dose equi-
valent of that population is defined by the expression

S = \HV P.

This quantity is taken to reflect che total radiation detriment
in the exposed population. The detriment, i.e. the mathematical
expectation of number of cases of severe stochastic harm, is cal-
culated by multiplying S_. by che risk coefficient r - Zr., which
by ICRP is taken to be 165.10"4 Sv~L. t

It is often of less interest to assess the detriment in a given
population than the total detriment from a given practice or
source. In this case che detriment is defined by the expression

r SE,k
oo

o

where k denotes the particular source for which the detriment is
assessed, and P(H k

The commitment concept

. is the population distribution over

In the assessment of the total detriment from a given practice
or source, it is necessary Co account also for detriment which
relates Co che future but which is committed because of the prac-
tice or source. For this purpose it is necessary to include in
che above integration noC only che individuals who exist or who
are exposed Juring the period of practice, but all future indi-
vidual* and exposures which may occur because of long-lived radio-
active contamination from the practice. This total collective dose
in space and tine can also be written as

sl -K
where the collective dose rate S,(t) at a given time can be assesses
by integration or summation over the whole world population. Jc is
called the collective dose aormitment of source k and, in particular,
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when the assessment is based upon the effective dose equivalent,
SS j, denotes the collective effective dose equivalent jonrn.tr.e-.:.
It'follows that rst . is the total detriment of source k.

-4 -1
Since the total risk factor r » 165*10 Sv given by ICRP o:»ly
includes the genetic detriment in the first two generations and
not the total genetic risk, the effective dose equivalent derived
by aeans of the weighting factors listed by ICRP does not fully
account for the genetic harm. According to ICRP, the total gene-
tic risk is about twice that which is related to the first two
generations. This »cans that the total risk factor in the case of
a uniform whole-body exposure, considering the total genetic harm,
should be 205-lo~4 Sv"1 rather than 165'10"4 Sv"1, and that the
weighting factor for the gonads would become 80/205*0.39 rather
than 0.25. Considering all uncertainties, however, this precision
is not justified.

It is often convenient to calculate the collective effective
dose commitment per unit of the originating event (e.j. per year
of practice, or per unit activity released). If HJzi is the per
caput dose equivalent rate as a function of time after one unit
of the originating event, the collective dose equivalent commit-
ment from this unit, Sc; , can be calculated as

CD
H2(t) N(t) dt

where N(t) is the population size. If the population size is con-
stant wich time, the collective dose equivalent commitment can be
calculated as

oo
V / H,(t) dt N

H. is called the dose equivalent commitment per unit of the ori-
ginating event. It is the infinite time integral of the per j-tpw.
dose rate from one unit of the event.

A continued practice may be seen as a sequence of unit events. The
per caput dose equivalent rate will increase and eventually reach
a steady value. This value, H , can be calculated by integrating
the dose rate contributions at an arbitrary time T after a steady
state has been reached:

ooT oo
/ ft Hj(T-t) dt ' f R H2(t) -; " Ft H*

"00 O

where R is the practice rate (units per unit time). It follows
from the preceding equations that

h 11 H1 a bi
It is thus possible to predict the future maximum ps:" Japut dose
equivaleat rate from the collective dose equivalent commitment in
a constant population provided that assumptions can be made on the
projected practice rate per aaput.



The incomplete dose commitment

In the case that radiation exposure occurs over a very long
period after the initiating event, it is not realistic to
assume that a practice will continue long enough to permit
the future dose equivalent rate to reach an equilibrium. The
maximum future dose equivalent rate cannot then be assessed
from the dose equivalent commitment per unit practice. However,
if a practice continues until a tine x at the rate ?. and is
then discontinued, thi maximum per caput dose equivalent rate
at any time T > x is given by

T T
k(T) * j R k.(T-t) dt « R / H it) it

o i T-t l

It can be shown that this means that in most practical cases,
the maximum future dose equivalent rate therefore is

T

k ' R ( k.(t) dt
max ' i

o

This integral is called theincomplete dose equivaleKZ jormif.eit
of one unit of initiating event. UNSCEAR has made soae assess-
ments of this quantity, integrating over a period of 500 years
for releases of long-lived radionuclides such as carbon-14 and
iodine-129.

THE BASIC PRINCIPLES OF RADIATION PROTECTION

To-day, the three basic principles of radiation protection are

(1) Justification of sources

(2) Optimization of protection

(Z) Dose limitation for individuals

The first two principles are source-oriented. The first principle,
justification of sources, ideally involves an assessaent of the
net benefit of the introduction of the particular sources, con-
sidering the alternatives. This implies a comparison of qualities
and quantities which many would deem incommensurable, but the com-
parison of which is nevertheless implied by the decisions society
has to take. The justification assessment is essentially a poli-
tical procedure.

The second principle, optimization of protection, is also source-
oriented. It involves the choice of a level of protection which
gives the maximum net benefit, considering the radiation detriment
as well as the cost, including other types of detriment, of the
protection measures. In differentiating the expression for the
total net benefit, only the terras which are dependent on the radia-
tion detriment and protection costs need to be considered.
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If X is the cost of achieving a certain level of protection
and Y is Che equivalent cost of the detriment from the source
caused by radiation at rhat level of protection, the optimum
net benefit will be attained when the derivation of X+Y with
respect to a suitable independent variable related to the detri-
ment yields a zero value. The collective effective dose equiva-
lent cosmicaient is a suitable independent variable. Hence, the
condition for optimized protection will be that

dX dY

I

I

I

Here a is a constant, since it is assumed that the radiation
detriment is proportional to the collective effective dose equi-
valent coramiexeat. The assignment of a monetary value to a is a
value judgement, of political nature rather than a scientific task.
In variJUS reports and practical applications values ranging from
520 to S1000 have been assigned to a. However, a could also be
expressed in ocher than monetary values.

Optimization and justification assessments provide an acceptable
level of radiation protection provided chat the radiation detri-
ment and the benefit of the practice are restricted to and equally
distributed between the same individuals. This is the case in Che
medical exposure of patients on elirsical indications, when the
exposure of the staff is negligible. A medical exposure which is
justified and optimized is always in the best interest of the
patient, irrespective of the dose level. If detriment and benefit
are net equally distributed, however, an additional condition
must be applied, namely that all individuals must be guaranteed
an acceptable level of protection. This is the third basic prin-
ciple and requires dose limitation for individual». In the new
ICRP Publication 26, these three principles are developed and
with this approach the dose limits become ceilings of acceptable
doses rather than values that can be used for purposes of planning
and design. The outcome of optimization alone could well be ex-
posures above the dose limits, but in this case the dose limits
are of overruling importance. Exposures below the dose liirits
should be acceptable but are not necessarily justifiable; here
the optimization should decide the outcome.

DOSE LIMITS

If the dose equivalent limits recommended by ICRP since 1956,
5 rem in a year for workers and 0.5 rem in a year for individual
members of the public, are applied to the effective dose equivalent,
they correspond to a detriment commitment of 8-10 and 8'IO~3

respectively, per year of exposure. ICRP has concluded that the
risk level in occupations which are generally considered to have
a high standard of safety is less than 10 "* per year. Radiation
work would be "safe" in this meaning only if the average dose
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is less Chan about 1/10 of Che dose limit and if exposures near
the dose limit occur at random and not consistently year after
year for the same workers. These conditions are often fulfilled
in coanon radiological work. UNSCEAR has defined a r^fere'i^e
distribution of annual occupational dose equivalents (whole
body exposure) such that the average dose equivalent is 0.5
rem and the shape of the distribution is log-normal with 0.1
per cent of the workers exceeding the annual dose equivalent
limit cf 5 rem.

Furthermore, UNSCEAR defines F* as the fraction of collective
dose equivalent due to annual dose equivalents exceeding 1.5 rem.
In order to normalize, UNSCEAR also defines a dimensionless quan-
tity G as the ratio of F for Che observed distribution to t-tat
of the reference distribution. For any observed distribution,
therefore

G » 3.23 F*

Occupations for which either the average dose equivalent exceeds
0.5 ren in a year or the value of G exceeds unity should merit
special attention. A high G-value is an indication of auch of
the detriment being related to a small fraction of the working
population receiving high dose equivalents.

If a sub-group of workers are consistently exposed Co doses near
Cue dose limit, the protection may still be optimized and the
individual safety is still guaranteed by the dose limit. The
situation is therefore acceptable if the work is justifiable
considering the benefit. However, it would not be possible to
say that this work is as safe as the work in a "safe" industry,
because the annual detriment exceeds 10" . Such risks are still
accepted in many non-radiological occupations. They should only
be permitted if all three basic principles: justification, opti-
mization and dose limitation have been applied.

Similar considerations relate to the dose limit for individual
members of the public. An annual effective dose equivalent of
0.5 rem corresponds to an annual detriment conanitment of about
IO~4. ICRP suggests that a risk in the range of 10"6 to 10"5 per
year is likely to be acceptable to any individual member of the
public. This implies that continued exposure at the dose limit
would not be acceptable. The implementation of a dose limit to
the public, however, usually involves a number of safety factors
in the assessment of the dose equivalent in critical groups and
experience shows that exposures near the limit are very rare.
When exposure of the public is controlled by application of the
dose limits and realistic estimates of the actual dose equivalents
(which is desirable in optimization procedures), it could con-
ceivably happen that Che dose limits are approached. ICRP therefore
recommends that in those cases where doses to individuals are
actually found to be received at high rates over prolonged periods,
measures should be taken to ensure that the life-time dose equi-
valent is limited to a value that corresponds to 0.1 rem per year.
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POPULATION DOSE LIMITS

Since the three b.?sic principles of justification, optimization
a.id individual ciose Imitation suffice Co make a radiation prac-
tice acceptable and justifiable, no special liaits are needed
for populations. ICRP therefore no longer recommends the use of
any genetic dess. liitit. The previously suggested liait was 5 rem
in 30 years. It vas sooecimes misinterpreted as a dose which was
"available" and which could be apportioned for various purposes.
It is nov obvious that the requirement chat the individual life-
tine dose be limited CO what corresponds tc 0.1 rea per year means
that a genetic dose of 5 rem could hardly be reached.

The fact that no basic dose limits are recommended for populations
does not cean that it may not be reasonable to limit the collec-
tive dose from certain sources. For example, the radiation pro-
tection institutes in the Nordic countries have recommended that
the collective effective dose equivalent cotmnitaent caused by
environmental pollution from the nuclear power industry should
be limited at 1 nanrera per year and installed HW electric effect.
Such requirements are not intended to limit the population dose
per 3-3 but xay be a condition posed by the optimization procedure
or a limitation in order to keep the future per sspuz dose rates
frora a l.-.r̂ e number of sources under control below the individual
dose lir.it.

SUMMARY

The introduction of new concepts such as the effective dose equi-
valent, the collective dose and the dose conrutraent, and the appli-
cation of the basic principles of justification, optimization and
individual dose limitation has had a major impact on the planning
and implementation of radiation protection during the last few-
years. The basic principles are summarized in ICRP Publication 26
and the biological and statistical foundation appears in the .977
Report of UNSCEAR. The new concepts have been used by international
organization such as IAEA, WHO, ILO and OECD/NEA and there is a
tendency towards uniformity in approach. This trend now also in-
cludes the regulatory application in many countries. It is a chal-
lenge to research in radiobiology, genetics and health physics to
explore the scientific foundation of the current principles of
radiation protection. The most interesting trend to-day, however,
is the observation that the principles applied in rauiation pro-
tection have now been generally recognized and accepted to the
extent chat they become utilized in the protection of man against
non-radioactive carcinogenic substances and environmental pollu-
tants.
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